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Abstract—More rapid and accurate high-throughput screening
in molecular cellular biology research has become possible with
the development of automated microscopy imaging, for which
cell nucleus segmentation commonly constitutes the core step. Al-
though several promising methods exist for segmenting the nuclei
of monolayer isolated and less-confluent cells, it still remains an
open problem to segment the nuclei of more-confluent cells, which
tend to grow in overlayers. To address this problem, we propose a
new model-based nucleus segmentation algorithm. This algorithm
models how a human locates a nucleus by identifying the nucleus
boundaries and piecing them together. In this algorithm, we
define four types of primitives to represent nucleus boundaries
at different orientations and construct an attributed relational
graph on the primitives to represent their spatial relations. Then,
we reduce the nucleus identification problem to finding predefined
structural patterns in the constructed graph and also use the
primitives in region growing to delineate the nucleus borders.
Working with fluorescence microscopy images, our experiments
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm identifies nuclei better
than previous nucleus segmentation algorithms.
Index Terms—Attributed relational graph, fluorescence mi-
croscopy imaging, graph, model-based segmentation, nucleus
segmentation.
I. INTRODUCTION
A UTOMATED fluorescence microscopy imaging systemsare becoming important tools for molecular cellular
biology research because they enable rapid high-throughput
screening with better reproducibility. The first step of these
systems typically includes cell/nucleus segmentation, which
greatly affects the success of the other system steps. These
systems can be used in different types of biological applications
for cells showing different characteristics. Many types of cells
grow as monolayer isolated cells, whereas some grow in over-
layers on top of each other. These overlayered cells (also called
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cell clumps) take up more space, which makes them more con-
fluent. A high occlusion level in cell clumps decreases contrast
among the nuclei, which makes their boundaries more difficult
to perceive. This, in turn, may result in identifying multiple
nuclei as a single cluster or identifying a single nucleus as
fragments. Moreover, nonideal experimental conditions, such
as weak staining and poor background illumination, may lead
to nucleus misidentification. Thus, it is of great importance to
develop segmentation algorithms that are robust to nonideal
conditions and can operate on the nuclei of isolated and over-
layered cells.
Several studies on cell nucleus segmentation exist in the liter-
ature. When images comprise monolayer isolated or less-over-
layered cells, relatively simple methods such as thresholding [1]
and clustering [2] can be used. Thesemethods, however, are typ-
ically inadequate for segmenting the nuclei of more-overlayered
cells. In such cases, the most commonly used methods include
marker-controlled watersheds and model-based segmentation
algorithms. The former usually define a set of markers through
pixel intensities/gradients [3] and/or distance transforms [4],
[5], and let water rise only from these markers. These methods
usually apply a merging process [6] on their results to overcome
the over-segmentation problem, which is typically observed in
watersheds. Model-based segmentation uses a priori informa-
tion on nucleus properties to decompose overlayered nuclei. Ex-
amples include using roundness and convexity properties of a
nucleus [7], [8] and a symmetry property of its boundaries [9].
Although all thesemethods lead to promising results, challenges
still remain in segmenting the nuclei of overlayered cells be-
cause of the nature of the problem. Nucleus segmentation, like
all other segmentation problems, heavily depends on the seg-
menter’s abilities to differentiate between noise and nuclei, dis-
cern image variations, and decompose overlayered nuclei.
In this paper, we introduce a new model-based nucleus seg-
mentation algorithm, which relies on a trivial fact that each nu-
cleus has a left boundary, a right boundary, a top boundary, and
a bottom boundary, and these boundaries must be in the cor-
rect positions in relation to each other. Fig. 1 illustrates these
boundaries for four nuclei with the left, right, top, and bottom
boundaries shown as green, yellow, pink, and red, respectively.
In the figure, one can observe that the bottom (red) boundary
of Nucleus 1 is not identified due to an uneven lighting condi-
tion. Similarly, the right (yellow) boundary of Nucleus 2 is not
present in the image due to its partial overlapping with Nucleus
3. However, it is possible to identify these two nuclei by using
only the present boundaries and their spatial relations. More-
over, here it is obvious that the green boundary of Nucleus 3
0278-0062/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE
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Fig. 1. (a) An image of HepG2 hepatocellular carcinoma cell nuclei. (b) For
four individual nuclei, the left, right, top, and bottom boundaries are shown as
green, yellow, pink, and red, respectively.
cannot belong to Nucleus 2, and we can see that Nucleus 3 over-
laps with Nucleus 2. On the other hand, the boundaries of Nu-
cleus 3 and Nucleus 4 form closed shapes, making them easy to
separate from the background. In this work, such observations
are our main motivations behind implementing the proposed al-
gorithm.
Our contributions are threefold. First, we represent nucleus
boundaries at different orientations (left, right, top, and bottom)
by defining four types of primitives and construct an attributed
relational graph on these primitives to represent their spatial re-
lations (we call our algorithm ARGraphs). Second, we reduce
the nucleus identification problem to locating predefined struc-
tural patterns on the constructed graph. Third, we employ the
boundary primitives in region growing to delineate the nucleus
borders. The proposed algorithm mainly differs from previous
nucleus segmentation algorithms in the following aspect: In-
stead of directly working on image pixels, our algorithm works
on high-level boundary primitives that better correlate with the
image semantics. Using boundary primitives better decomposes
overlayered nuclei and this method is generally less vulnerable
to the noise and variations typically observed at the pixel level.
The proposed algorithm differs from previous model-based seg-
mentation methods by attributing boundary primitives to a type
and locating nuclei via searching for structural patterns on a re-
lated graph constructed on the attributed primitives. Working
on 2661 nuclei, our experiments demonstrate that the proposed
algorithm improves the segmentation performance of fluores-
cence microscopy images compared to its counterparts.
II. RELATED WORK
Many studies have been proposed for nucleus segmentation.
Simple methods are usually sufficient to segment the nuclei of
monolayer isolated cells; for example, one can obtain a binary
map by thresholding [1], clustering [2], [10], or classification
[11] and find connected components of this map to locate the
nuclei. It is possible to refine boundaries using active contour
models, which converge to final boundaries by minimizing the
energy functions usually defined on intensities/gradients and
contour curvatures [12]–[14].
To segment the nuclei of overlayered cells, however, it is
necessary to decompose clusters into separate nuclei. There
are two classes of methods commonly used for this purpose:
marker-controlled watersheds and model-based segmentation
algorithms. The former use predefined markers (which will
correspond to nucleus locations) as regional minima and start a
flooding process only from these markers. With this method, it
is crucial to correctly determine the markers, and one way of
doing that is to select local minima on pixel intensities/gradi-
ents [3], [6] and/or distance transforms [5], [15]. Another way
is to iteratively apply morphological erosion on nuclear regions
of the binary map [16], [17]. Because these methods usually
yield more markers than the actual cells, it is common to use
the h-minima transform to suppress undesired minima [4], [18].
Many studies postprocess the segmented nuclei obtained by
these watersheds because they often yield over-segmentation.
This postprocessing is based on features extracted from the
segmented nuclei and boundaries of adjacent ones. To merge
the over-segmented nuclei, the extracted features are subjected
to rule-based techniques [19], [20], recursive algorithms [6],
[21], and statistical models learned from training samples [22],
[23].
Model-based segmentation algorithms decompose overlay-
ered nucleus clusters into separate nuclei by constructing a
model on a priori information about nucleus properties. A large
set of these algorithms uses a nucleus’ convexity property.
Thus, they locate concave points, which correspond to places
where two nuclei meet, on cluster boundaries and decompose
the clusters from these points. They typically use curvature
analysis [24], [25] to find the concave points but points can
also be found by identifying pixels farthest from the convex
hull of the clusters [8]. The studies use different methods,
such as Delaunay triangulation [25], ellipse-fitting [26], and
path-following [27], to decompose the cluster from the concave
points. Another set of models uses a radial-symmetry property
of nucleus boundaries. They locate nucleus centers by having
pixels iteratively vote at a given radius and orientation spec-
ified by the predefined kernels [9], [28], [29]. One can also
use radial-symmetry points in a rule-based method to find the
splitting points [30]. A smaller set of models exists that uses the
roundness property of a nucleus. These locate circles/ellipses
on nuclear regions of the binary map to find initial boundaries
and refine them afterwards [7], [31].
There are other classes of methods for nucleus segmenta-
tion. One uses filters that have been defined considering nu-
cleus’ roundness and convexity properties. Using the responses
obtained from these filters, pixels with high responses are se-
lected as initial nucleus locations. These locations are further
processed to determine the nucleus borders [32], [33]. Another
class uses density functions to locate nuclei on images. Studies
use supervised [34] and unsupervised methods [35] to learn
these functions.
III. METHODOLOGY
The proposed algorithm relies on modeling cell nucleus
boundaries for segmentation. We approximately represent the
boundaries by defining high-level primitives and use them in
two main steps: 1) nucleus identification and 2) region-growing.
In the first step, we construct a graph on the primitives ac-
cording to their types and adjacency. Then, we use an iterative
search algorithm that locates predefined structural patterns on
the graph and identifies the located structures as nuclei if they
satisfy the shape constraints. The region-growing step employs
the primitives to find the nucleus borders and determines the
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Fig. 2. Defining left boundary primitives: (a) original subimage, (b) blue band
of the image, (c) response map obtained by applying the Sobel operator
, (d) mask used to determine local Sobel threshold levels, (e) binary image
after thresholding, (f) boundaries obtained after taking the leftmost pixels
[here there are discontinuities between the boundaries because of their one-pixel
thickness], (g) boundary map obtained after taking the -leftmost pixels,
(h) after eliminating small connected components, (i) left boundary prim-
itives, each of which is shown in a different color.
growing direction and stopping point based on the primitive
locations.
A. Primitive Definition
In the proposed method, we define four primitive types that
correspond to the left, right, top, and bottom nucleus bound-
aries. These boundary primitives are derived from the gradient
magnitudes of the blue band of an image. To this end, we
convolve the blue band with each of the following Sobel op-
erators, which are defined in four different orientations, and ob-
tain four maps of the responses. Then, we process each of these
responses, as explained below and illustrated in Fig. 2, to define
the corresponding primitives
Let be the responsemap obtained by applying the Sobel
operator to the blue band image . We first threshold
to obtain a binary left boundary map . Here, we
use local threshold levels instead of a global level because illu-
minations and gradients are commonly uneven throughout our
images. To do this, we employ a mask that roughly segments
nuclear regions from the background. For each connected com-
ponent of this mask, we calculate a local threshold level
on the gradients of its pixels by using the Otsu method.
Then, the pixels of this component are identified as boundary if
their responses are greater than the calculated local threshold.
Next, we fill the holes in and take its -leftmost pixels.
The map of the -leftmost pixels is defined as
if and s.t.
and
otherwise.
(1)
In this definition, the -leftmost pixels are taken instead of just
the leftmost pixels because, as illustrated in Fig. 2(f), the left-
most pixels do not always contain all the nucleus boundaries,
and thus there may exist discontinuities between boundaries of
the same nucleus. By taking the -leftmost pixels, the disconti-
nuities are more likely to be eliminated, as shown in Fig. 2(g).
Finally, we eliminate the connected components of whose
heights are less than a threshold and identify the remaining
ones as left boundary primitives [see Fig. 2(i)].
Likewise, we define the right boundary primitives ,
top boundary primitives , and bottom boundary primitives
. In each of these definitions, (1) is modified so that
it gives the -rightmost, -topmost, and -bottommost pixels.
In eliminating small primitives, components whose heights are
lower than the threshold are eliminated for , whereas
those whose widths are less than are eliminated for
and . Note that local threshold levels are separately cal-
culated for each primitive type.
In this step, we use a mask to calculate local threshold levels.
This mask roughly identifies nuclear regions but does not pro-
vide their exact locations. Our framework allows using different
binarization methods such as adaptive thresholding [15] and ac-
tive contours without edges [36]; however, because the mask
is used just for calculating local thresholds, we prefer a sim-
pler method. In our binarization method, we first suppress local
maxima of the blue band image by subtracting its morpho-
logically opened image from itself; here we use a gray-scale
opening operation. This process removes noise from the image
without losing local intensity information. Then, we calculate a
global threshold level on the suppressed image using the Otsu
method.1 Finally, we eliminate small holes and regions from the
mask.
B. Nucleus Identification
Nuclei are identified by constructing a graph on the primi-
tives and then applying an iterative algorithm that searches this
1We use the half of the Otsu threshold to ensure that almost all nuclear re-
gions are covered by the mask. This is important because the primitives can only
be defined on connected components of this mask. The original Otsu threshold
would lead to smaller connected components that might not cover some primi-
tives. Note that when the image is not clean, the mask covers a larger area (more
pixels). However, this rarely introduces unwanted primitives because the pixels
in this mask are not directly used to define the primitives; their gradients are
used to calculate the local thresholds. Pixels form a primitive if their gradients
are greater than their local thresholds and if they form a long enough structure.
Our experiments confirm this observation: A larger number of gradients (pixels)
only slightly changes the local thresholds and this change does not produce too
many unwanted primitives.
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Fig. 3. Assigning an edge between a left and a bottom primitive: (a) primitives
and (b) selected primitive segments.
graph to locate structural patterns conforming to the predefined
constraints. The details are given in the next subsections.
1) Graph Construction: Let be a graph con-
structed on the primitives
that are attributed to their primitive types. An edge
is assigned between primitives and if the following three
conditions are satisfied.
1) The primitives have overlapping or adjacent pixels.
2) One primitive is of the vertical (left or right) type and the
other is of the horizontal (top or bottom) type.
3) Each primitive has a large enough segment on the correct
side of the other primitive. For left and right primitives, the
width of this segment must be greater than the threshold
(which was also used to eliminate small components
in the previous step). Likewise, for top and bottom primi-
tives, the height of the segment must be greater than .
Fig. 3 illustrates the third condition: Suppose we want to de-
cide whether or not to assign an edge between left primitive
and bottom primitive , which are shown in green and red in
Fig. 3(a), respectively. To do so, we first select the segment of
each primitive that lies on the correct side of the other. It is ob-
vious that the left boundaries of a given nucleus should be on the
upper left-hand side of its bottom boundaries, and likewise, its
bottom boundaries should be on the bottom right-hand side of
its left boundaries. To reflect this fact, we select segment of
primitive (which corresponds to the left boundaries), found on
the upper left-hand side of (which corresponds to the bottom
boundaries). Similarly, we select the segment of , which is
found on the bottom right-hand side of . Fig. 3(b) shows the
selected segments in green and red; nonselected parts are shown
in gray. Finally, we assign an edge between and if the height
of and the width of are greater than threshold .
2) Iterative Search Algorithm: Each iteration starts with
finding boundary primitives, as explained in the primitive
definition step in Section III-A. In that step, the local thresholds
are separately calculated
for each connected component of the binary mask, and
pixels with Sobel responses greater than the corresponding
thresholds are identified as boundary pixels. These pixels are
then processed to obtain the primitives.
Our experiments reveal that primitives identified using the
vectors do not always cover all nucleus boundaries. This
Fig. 4. Flowchart of the iterative search algorithm.
situation is attributed to the fact that illumination and gradients
are not even throughout an image. For instance, boundary gra-
dients of nuclei closer to an image’s background are typically
higher than those located towards a component center. When
the thresholds are decreased to cover lower boundary gradients,
false primitives may be found especially in nuclei with higher
boundary gradients. Thus, to consider lower boundary gradients
while avoiding false primitives, we apply an iterative algorithm
that uses different thresholds in its different iterations. For that,
we start with a vector and decrease it by 10% in every itera-
tion, which results in additional primitives with lower boundary
gradients in the following iterations. This algorithm continues
until the decrease percentage reaches the threshold . Note
that is initially set to 1, which implies that the algorithm al-
ways uses the initial threshold vector in its first iteration.
In each iteration, a graph is constructed on the identified prim-
itives (Section III-B1). Afterwards, predefined structural pat-
terns are searched for on this graph to locate nuclei in an image.
The nucleus localization step (explained in the next subsection)
locates only nuclei that satisfy a constraint, leaving the others
to later iterations, which results in greater location precision.
Fig. 4 depicts the flowchart of the search algorithm, where
corresponds to the threshold that defines the constraint in the
nucleus localization step. To find more nuclei in later iterations,
this threshold is also relaxed by 10% in every iteration. The de-
tails of the constraint (and the threshold) are given in the next
subsection.
3) Nucleus Localization: Nuclei are located by searching for
two structural patterns on the constructed graph: 4PRIM and
3PRIM. The 4PRIM pattern consists of four adjacent primi-
tives (each of which has a different type) and the edges be-
tween these primitives. That is, this pattern should consist of
one left, one right, one top, and one bottom primitive forming
a connected subgraph. Instances of this pattern are shown in
Fig. 5, with their edges in black. As observed in the figure,
there can be two different subtypes of this pattern. The first sub-
type (shown with dashed black edges) corresponds to the ideal
case, where all nucleus boundaries have high gradients. Thus,
the corresponding primitives form a closed shape (a loop on the
graph). The second subtype (shown with solid black edges) cor-
responds to a less-ideal case, where some parts of the boundaries
do not have high enough gradients, probably because of over-
layered nuclei. In this case, the boundary primitives of all types
exist but they cannot form a closed shape (they form a chain
on the graph). The 3PRIM pattern corresponds to the least ideal
case, in which one boundary type cannot be identified at all; it
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Fig. 5. Two structural patterns used for nucleus localization: 4PRIM and
3PRIM. Corresponding edges are shown in black and blue, respectively. The
4PRIM pattern has two subtypes that correspond to subgraphs, forming a loop
(dashed black edges) and a chain (solid black edges).
Fig. 6. Flowchart of the nucleus localization method.
may be missing due to overlayered nuclei or some nonideal ex-
perimental conditions. Hence, the 3PRIM pattern should con-
tain three adjacent primitives (each has a different type) and the
edges between these primitives. In Fig. 5, these edges are shown
in blue.
The nucleus localization step starts with searching instances
of the 4PRIM pattern on the constructed graph ,
which may contain more than one of such instances. Hence, the
proposed localization method selects the best instance that sat-
isfies the shape constraint, takes the segment of each primitive
that lies on the correct sides of the others (Fig. 3), updates the
primitive vertices and the edges of the graph, and continues
with the next-best instance. The localization process continues
until no instance that satisfies the shape constraint remains. This
step continues by searching instances of the 3PRIM pattern in a
similar way. The flowchart of this localization method is given
in Fig. 6.
The shape constraint is defined to process round and more-
regular-shaped nuclei in the first iterations of the search algo-
rithm (Section III-B2) and deal with more-irregular shapes later.
Irregular shapes in previous iterations can turn into round shapes
in later iterations, in which additional primitives can be found.
To quantify the shape of an instance (nucleus candidate), we use
the standard deviation metric. We first identify the outermost
pixels of the selected primitive segments (the union of the
leftmost, rightmost, topmost, and bottommost pixels of the left,
right, top, and bottom primitive segments), calculate the radial
distance from every pixel to the centroid of the outermost
pixels, and then calculate the standard deviation of the radial
distances (Fig. 7). This standard deviation is close to zero for
Fig. 7. Determining the outermost pixels and calculating a radial distance .
The primitive segments on the correct sides of other primitives are identified and
the outermost pixels are selected. Nonselected primitive segments are indicated
in gray.
round shapes and becomes larger for more-irregular ones. Thus,
the best nucleus candidate is the one with the smallest standard
deviation. Moreover, to impose the shape constraint, we define
a threshold . If the standard deviation of the best candidate is
greater than this threshold, we stop searching the current struc-
tural pattern. As mentioned, this threshold is relaxed by 10%
in every iteration of the search algorithm so that more-irreg-
ular-shaped nuclei can be identified.
After selecting the best nucleus instance, we remove its se-
lected primitive segments from the primitive maps and update
the graph edges. For example, in Fig. 7, the selected segments
(shown in green, yellow, pink, and red) and the edges between
them would be removed, whereas the nonselected segments
(shown in gray) would be left in the primitive maps. Thus,
the same nucleus corresponding to the same set of primitive
segments cannot be identified more than once in different iter-
ations. Note that the graph edges for the nonselected segments
would be redefined, if necessary.
Fig. 8 illustrates graphs constructed in different iterations
with indicating the edges of the 4PRIM and 3PRIM patterns
that satisfy the standard deviation constraint of the corre-
sponding iteration. Here, the edges of the patterns satisfying
the constraint are shown as blue dashed lines and the others
as black solid lines. This figure also shows selected primitive
segments of these patterns.
The nucleus identification essentially groups primitives to
form a nucleus. In that sense, it can be regarded as a contour
grouping method, which aims to group contour (edge) frag-
ments to find object boundaries. However, as opposed to pre-
vious contour grouping studies [37], [38], our algorithm defines
high-level boundary primitives that are attributed to a type and
groups them via searching for structural patterns on a relational
graph constructed on these attributed primitives.
C. Region Growing
The previous step identifies the primitives of located nuclei.
It is simple to delineate an individual nucleus if its primitives
form a closed shape; however, this usually does not occur due
to noise and overlayering. One might consider connecting the
primitives’ end points by a line but this might result in un-
natural boundaries, especially for 3PRIM instances. Moreover,
some primitives may have been incorrectly assigned to a nu-
cleus in the previous step and must be corrected. For example,
in Fig. 9(a), primitives of nuclei for a subimage from Fig. 2(a)
are shown. We observe that most nuclei do not have a closed
form. Further, the top primitive of the red nucleus (indicated
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Fig. 8. Illustration of graphs constructed in different iterations and selected primitive segments in these iterations. In the first row, the graph edges of the 4PRIM
and 3PRIM patterns that satisfy the standard deviation constraint of the corresponding iteration are indicated as dashed blue lines and the others as black solid
lines. In the second row, selected segments of these 4PRIM and 3PRIM patterns are shown in cyan and white, respectively.
Fig. 9. (a) Primitives identified for different nuclei and (b) nucleus boundaries
delineated after the region-growing algorithm.
with an arrow) is incorrectly identified; it contains the top prim-
itive of the blue nucleus next to it.
Thus, to better delineate nuclei, we use a region-growing al-
gorithm that takes the centroids of each nucleus’ primitives as
starting points and grows them considering the primitive loca-
tions. We use the primitive locations for two ends: First, a pixel
cannot grow in the direction of the outer boundaries of a prim-
itive as determined by the primitive type; e.g., a pixel cannot
grow to the top outer boundaries of the top primitive. Second,
for each nucleus, pixels grown after touching a primitive pixel
for this nucleus are excluded from the results. Doing this stops
growing without the need for an additional mask, and it also re-
sults in better boundaries. In this algorithm, we use the geodesic
distance from a pixel to a starting point as the growing crite-
rion. Last, to obtain smoother boundaries, we apply majority
filtering, using a filter radius of , on the results and fill the
holes inside the located nuclei. Example results obtained by this
growing step are shown in Fig. 9(b).
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
We conduct our experiments on two datasets of fluorescence
microscopy images of human hepatocellular carcinoma (Huh7
and HepG2) cell lines. Because the amount of cells growing in
overlayers is much higher in the HepG2 cell line, the cell nu-
clei in that dataset are more overlayered than the Huh7 nuclei.
This situation makes segmentation more difficult for the HepG2
dataset. To understand the effectiveness of our proposed algo-
rithm on the nuclei of less overlayered and more overlayered
cells, we test it on both sets separately and observe the segmen-
tation performance. These sets contain 2661 nuclei in 37 im-
ages, 16 of which belong to the Huh7 and 21 of which belong
to the HepG2 cell lines.
Both cell lines were cultured and their images taken in the
Molecular Biology and Genetics Department of Bilkent Uni-
versity. The cell lines were cultured routinely at 37 under
5% in a standard Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium
(DMEM) supplemented with 10% Fetal Calf Serum (FCS).
For visualization, nuclear Hoechst 33258 (Sigma) staining was
used. The images were taken at 768 1024 resolution, under
a Zeiss Axioscope fluorescent microscope with an AxioCam
MRm monochrome camera using a 20 objective lens and a
pixel size of . We compare the automated
segmentation results with manually delineated gold standards,
where nuclei were annotated by our biologist collaborators.
B. Evaluation
We evaluate the segmentation results visually and quantita-
tively. The common metrics for quantitative evaluation are ac-
curacy and precision. Accuracy measures how close the seg-
mentation is to the gold standard, whereas precision measures
the reproducibility of multiple segmentations of the same image
[39], [40]. In our study, we follow an approach similar to [40]
to measure accuracy; however, we do not assess precision be-
cause the proposed algorithm is deterministic and always gives
the same segmentation for the same image.
We assess accuracy using two methods: nucleus-based and
pixel-based. In nucleus-based evaluation, the aim is to assess
the accuracy of an algorithm in terms of the number of correctly
segmented nuclei. A nucleus is said to be correctly segmented
if it one-to-one matches with an annotated nucleus in the gold
standard. For that, we first match each computed nucleus to an
annotated one and vice versa; a computed nucleus is matched
to an annotated nucleus if at least half of ’s area overlaps
with . Next, segmented nuclei that form unique pairs with an-
notated ones are counted as one-to-one matches, after which nu-
cleus-based precision, recall, and F-score are calculated. Addi-
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tionally, we consider oversegmentations, undersegmentations,
misses, and false detections. An annotated nucleus is overseg-
mented if two or more computed nuclei match the annotated nu-
cleus, and annotated nuclei are undersegmented if two or more
match the same computed nucleus. A computed nucleus is a
false detection if it does not match any annotated nucleus and an
annotated nucleus is a miss if it does not match any computed
nucleus.
In pixel-based evaluation, the aim is to assess accuracy in
terms of the areas of correctly segmented nuclei. We use the
one-to-one matches found in nucleus-based evaluation and
consider overlapping pixels of the computed-annotated nucleus
pairs of these matches as true positives. Then, we calulate
pixel-based precision, recall, and F-score measures.
C. Parameter Selection
The proposed algorithm has four external model parameters:
1) primitive length threshold from the primitive definition
and graph construction, 2) percentage threshold from the
iterative search algorithm, 3) standard deviation threshold
from the cell localization, and 4) radius of the structuring
element of the majority filter from the region growing. We se-
lect the values of these parameters for the training nuclei. We
randomly select five images from each of the Huh7 and HepG2
sets, using 785 nuclei from these 10 images as the training set.
We use the nuclei in the rest of the images as the test sets, which
include 891 nuclei for the Huh7 and 985 nuclei for HepG2 cell
lines.
For parameter selection, we first consider all possible com-
binations of the following values: ,
, , and
. Then, we select the parameter combination
that gives the best F-score for the training nuclei. The selected
parameters are pixels, , , and
. We discuss the effects of these parameter values on
segmentation performance in the next section. Additionally,
an internal parameter is used to define boundary primitives
by taking the -outermost pixels of the binary maps of the
Sobel responses. Smaller values of are not enough to put the
boundaries of the same cell under the same primitive, whereas
larger values connect the boundaries of different cells. Thus,
we internally set , which gives good primitives in our
experiments.
D. Comparisons
We use three comparison algorithms: adaptive h-minima [4],
conditional erosion [16], and iterative voting [9]. The algo-
rithms from the first two studies implement marker-controlled
watersheds; they identify markers based on shape information.
Adaptive h-minima [4] obtains a binary segmentation via active
contours without edges and calculates an inner distance map
that represents the distance from every foreground pixel to the
background. Then, it identifies regional minima as the markers,
found after applying the h-minima transform to the inverse of
the map, and calculates an outer distance map representing the
distance from the foreground pixels to their nearest marker.
Finally, it grows the markers using the combination of the outer
distance map and the gray-scale image as a marking function.
Conditional erosion [16] obtains a binary image by histogram
thresholding and iteratively erodes its connected components by
a series of two cell-like structuring elements of different sizes. It
first uses the larger element until the sizes of the eroded compo-
nents fall below a threshold. The component shapes are coarsely
preserved due to the size of the structuring element and its round
shape. It next uses the smaller element on the remaining com-
ponents and stops the iterations just before the component sizes
become smaller than a second threshold. Considering the eroded
components as the markers, it then applies a watershed algo-
rithm on the binary image.
Iterative voting [9] defines and uses a series of oriented
kernels for localizing saliency, which corresponds to nucleus
centers in a microscopic image. This study localizes the centers
from incomplete boundary information by iteratively voting
kernels along the radial direction. It continues iterations, in
which the shape of the kernel and its orientation are refined,
until convergence. It then identifies the centers by thresholding
the vote image computed throughout the iterations and outputs
a set of centers that can be used as the markers in a watershed
algorithm. In our experiments, we use the software provided
by the authors of [9], available at http://vision.lbl.gov/Publi-
cations/ieee_trans_ip07, to find the nucleus centers and apply
a marker-controlled watershed algorithm on the binary image
obtained by histogram thresholding. These three comparison
algorithms have their own parameters. We also select their
values for the training nuclei by following the methodology
given in Section IV-C. For details of the algorithms’ parame-
ters, the reader is referred to the technical report given in [41].
V. RESULTS
In Fig. 10, we present visual results for example subimages
obtained by the algorithms. Note that these subimages are of
different sizes, but they have been scaled for better visualiza-
tion. Also note that the sizes of the images from which they are
cropped are the same and that we run the algorithms on the orig-
inal-sized images. Fig. 10 demonstrates that all algorithms can
accurately segment the nuclei of monolayer isolated cells (the
first column on the left of the figure); however, compared to the
others, the proposed algorithm (ARGraphs) better segments the
nuclei of touching and more overlayered cells. For these nuclei,
the other algorithms commonly lead to more undersegmenta-
tions, as also observed in the quantitative results (see Table I).
In Fig. 11, we present the number of one-to-one matches in
bar graph form. We provide precision, recall, and F-score mea-
sures in Table II. These results show that our ARGraphs al-
gorithm improves segmentation performance for both datasets
compared to the others. The improvement is more notable for
the HepG2 dataset, in which cells are more overlayered. These
findings are consistent with the visual results, and we attribute
them to the following properties of our algorithm. First, condi-
tional erosion and adaptive h-minima heavily rely on an initial
map to find their markers. If this map is not accurately deter-
mined (which is usually the case) or if there are no background
pixels inside a nucleus cluster, these methods are inadequate at
separating nuclei in relatively bigger clusters. This failing is ob-
served in the results of these algorithms, given in the second and
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Fig. 10. Visual results obtained by the algorithms for various subimages. The image sizes have been scaled for better visualization.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE ALGORITHMS IN TERMS OF COMPUTED-ANNOTATED
NUCLEUS MATCHES ON THE (a) Huh7 AND (b) HepG2 TEST SETS
third columns of Fig. 10. The problem is more obvious in the re-
sults of conditional erosion, which uses global thresholding to
obtain its map. Our algorithm uses an initial map to find local
thresholds but nowhere else, which makes it more robust to in-
accuracies of this map.
Second and more importantly, our algorithm uses the fact that
a nucleus should have four boundaries, each of which locates
Fig. 11. Number of one-to-one matches for the Huh7 and HepG2 test sets.
one of its four sides, in its segmentation. This helps our algo-
rithm identify nuclei even when their boundaries are only par-
tially present (using the 4PRIM pattern) or even when one of
the boundaries missing (using the 3PRIM pattern). In this way,
we can (to a degree) compensate for the negative effects of over-
layered nuclei. This property is evident in the last three columns
of Fig. 10. It is worth noting that iterative voting also does not
require an initial map to find nucleus centers; however, in using
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF THE ALGORITHMS IN TERMS OF NUCLEUS-BASED
AND PIXEL-BASED PRECISION, RECALL, AND F-SCORE MEASURES
ON THE (a) Huh7 AND (b) HepG2 TEST SETS
shape information to define its kernels, it may give incorrect re-
sults when nuclei appear in irregular shapes due to overlayering.
When we analyze the nucleus centers found by iterative voting,
we observe that this algorithm usually fails to find nuclei that
are partially obscured by others.
Another class of methods uses filters (such as sliding band
filters [32] and Laplacian of Gaussians [33]) to detect nuclei by
considering the nucleus’ blob-like convex shape. They identify
places with high filter responses as initial nucleus locations, and
further process them to find nucleus borders. These methods can
give good initial locations especially for the nuclei of monolayer
isolated cells; however, when cell nuclei appear in irregular and
nonconvex shapes due to overlayering, they can lead to incorrect
initial nucleus locations.
A. Parameter Analysis
We investigate the effects of each parameter on the perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm. To this end, we fix three of the
four parameters and observe the changes in nucleus-based and
pixel-based F-score measures with respect to different values of
the other parameter. In Fig. 12, we present the analysis results
separately for the Huh7 and HepG2 test sets.
The first parameter is the primitive length threshold ,
which is used in defining the primitives and constructing
the graphs. In the former, primitive components whose
width/height is smaller than are eliminated because they
are more likely to be noise than nucleus boundaries. Likewise,
in the latter, primitives smaller than are not considered
part of a structural pattern. Larger values of this parameter
eliminate more primitives, especially the ones belonging to
small nuclei, and also increase misses and undersegmentations.
On the other hand, smaller thresholds increase the number of
false primitives, which results in more false detections and
oversegmentations. As observed in Fig. 12(a), these both lower
the F-score measures.
The second parameter is the percentage threshold used
by the iterative search algorithm. This algorithm searches for
structural patterns on the graph , which is constructed on
primitives identified by thresholding the Sobel responses. Ini-
tial thresholds are computed using the Otsu method and relaxed
in later iterations to find more primitives. However, there must
Fig. 12. For the Huh7 and HepG2 test sets, cell-based and pixel-based F-score
measures as a function of the (a) primitive length threshold , (b) percentage
threshold , (c) standard deviation threshold , and (d) radius of the
structuring element.
be a limit to this relaxation because too-small thresholds (as a
result of several iterations) falsely identify noise as primitives.
Thus, we use a threshold to stop iterations so that segmentation
is not affected by these falsely identified primitives. Smaller
values yield more false detections, which lower F-scores, as
observed in Fig. 12(b).
The next parameter is the standard deviation threshold
used in nucleus localization. In the iterative search algorithm,
structural patterns are identified as nuclei if they satisfy the
shape constraint, which is based on their standard deviation.
When smaller thresholds are used, the nucleus candidates need
to be rounder to be detected. For this reason, the algorithm can
find only a few structural patterns, which lowers the number of
one-to-one matches thus decreasing F-scores [see Fig. 12(c)].
The last parameter is radius of the structuring element of the
majority filter. This parameter is used in region growing, which
applies majority filtering on segmented nuclei to smooth their
boundaries. The results given in Fig. 12(d) show that this pa-
rameter affects performance the least.
B. Discussion
The experiments show that our ARGraphs algorithm leads to
promising results for the nuclei of isolated and overlayered cells.
They also show that the algorithm is robust to a certain amount
of pixel-level noise, which typically arises from nonideal ex-
perimental conditions such as weak staining and poor back-
ground illumination. These findings are attributed to the fol-
lowing: The ARGraphs algorithm models high-level relational
dependencies between the attributed boundary primitives in-
stead of directly using an initial map or gradients defined at the
pixel-level. Moreover, it follows an iterative approach to define
the primitives, doing so on relatively high Sobel responses in
its early iterations and on lower ones in later iterations. Thus,
boundaries that appear broken in initial iterations may later be-
come complete.
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Fig. 13. Top two rows: results for subimages containing inner intensity variation and texture. Bottom two rows: results for subimages containing very dense
nucleus clusters. The sizes of the subimages have been scaled for better visualization.
This iterative nature of the algorithm also helps handle inner-
nuclear texture to some degree. Because of this texture, it is pos-
sible to find pixels with high responses inside a nucleus. How-
ever, the magnitudes of these responses are generally lower than
those of the pixels found on nucleus contours. For this reason,
it is more likely to define primitives on contour pixels and thus
to form a nucleus on these primitives in earlier iterations. Be-
cause we exclude primitive segments of the selected nucleus
from later iterations, primitives defined on textured regions do
not typically introduce new nucleus fragments. A primitive can
be defined on pixels only if these pixels form a connected com-
ponent with a length greater than . Textured regions can thus
lead to primitives when the texture granularity is large enough,
but defining a primitive does not automatically define a nucleus;
to do that, the primitive must be part of a 3PRIM or 4PRIM
pattern. This criterion further decreases the likelihood of tex-
tured regions leading to unwanted nucleus fragments. We ana-
lyze the results of the algorithms on subimages containing some
inner-nuclear intensity variation and texture, and as seen in the
first two rows of Fig. 13, our algorithm performs better than the
others.
When images contain too-dense nucleus clusters with some
texture and noise, the accuracy of the proposed algorithm de-
creases. Examples of such subimages are given in the last two
rows of Fig. 13. However, as also evident in this figure, the
problem becomes more difficult for all algorithms, and even for
humans. As a future work, one could explore incorporating tex-
ture features into primitive definition to locate better boundary
primitives, which may increase accuracy.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new model-based algorithm for seg-
menting nuclei in fluorescence microscopy images. This algo-
rithm models how a human locates a nucleus by identifying
the boundaries of its four sides. To this end, the model defines
high-level primitives to represent the boundaries and transforms
nucleus identification into a problem of identifying predefined
structural patterns in a graph constructed on these primitives. In
region growing, it then uses the primitives to delineate the nu-
cleus borders. The proposed algorithm is tested on 2661 nuclei
taken from two different cell lines and the experiments reveal
that it leads to better results for isolated monolayer and more
overlayered cells than its counterparts.
This work uses an iterative algorithm to search for struc-
tural patterns in the attributed relational graph defined on the
boundary primitives. This search algorithm uses a greedy ap-
proach, which selects the locally optimal instance at each stage.
This instance is the one, for which the standard deviation of ra-
dial distances from the outer boundaries of its primitives is the
smallest. One may consider this algorithm as an approximation
of a much harder combinatorial optimization problem. Given a
set of primitives defined in different iterations, locate structural
patterns to minimize the sum of the standard deviation of all se-
lected instances. This problem requires an exhaustive search to
find the globally optimal solution. The greedy approach, how-
ever, gives a feasible solution although it does not guarantee
finding the global optimum. Different search algorithms could
also be implemented to find a better solution to this problem. For
example, one could define a probability function for the stan-
dard deviation metric of instances. At each stage, an instance
could probabilistically be selected using this function instead of
selecting the one with the smallest metric. Repeating this algo-
rithm many times, multiple segmentation results would be ob-
tained and combined in an ensemble to find the final segmen-
tation. Exploring different search algorithms is another future
research direction for this work.
The proposed model locates the primitives using Sobel oper-
ators and attributes them to a type based on the orientation of
this operator. We use the Sobel operator because it is relatively
simple and effective for our experiments. Nevertheless, another
gradient operator could be used to locate the primitives. One
could extract features from the primitives and attribute them to
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a type, using the extracted features in a classifier. However, in
that case, the classifier would need to be trained, which would
require determining a set of labels for training primitives, which
may not be straightforward. Using different methods to locate
and attribute the primitives could be another future research di-
rection.
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